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War dragons diamonds

Atlas' goal is exactly the same as the goal of the main game - dominating the dragon's world map and all its teams! Atlas is literally an extension of every aspect of the game because it already exists. The controls are a little different, and some are more complicated than they should be, but if you can learn to be good enough at War Dragons to be a part of SkyGodz, you can
damn surely learn Atlas! Instead of mixing up the league, there is a world map that includes territory instead of leagues, the range is at different levels 1-5 (5 is the hardest and only 1 Level 5 area belongs to Dreadnought). You don't just make a fight a two-second, like riding, or a team vs team like wars or even league teams vs against each other, it's a huge strategic game that has
to take into account every team and all the different levels. The main immediate difference before anything happens is terminology - everything that is in the atst has a different name than a regular game, but the main features are still the same. Officers control the game and the team's strategy in the main game, Atlas has controls that perform certain functions. Resources guide
team strength and success to dominant player growth; At Atlas, resources are the same controlling factor in terms of team growth and superiority in combat. Atlas' purpose or goal is team growth and power - exactly the same as the main purpose of the main game, and both are achieved with success in defence and attack. So really, once we learn the terms and what the controls
and buttons do, we play exactly the same game, but on a much larger scale. The game starts with the fact that not every team has territory and they have to find a place to conquer that is not currently the territory of the other team. To earn this team as a home base, it must be conquered. That means beat any team that already holds that country. Once conquered, the base is
listed as home and from this home base the team collects, strengthens, establishes resource development and plans for expansion and growth. There are 2 possible ways to start the team's life at Atlas. All teams start on neutral ground that cannot be conquered. SkyGodz begins (in the tutorial phase) in Suniwira, on the northeastern edge of the map. The goal is to find land as
quickly as possible so that it can be at home and start growing. The ideal scenario is one that most teams face, which is that they come to Atlas shortly before the release of our new lands, making them available to new teams when they have little time to adapt. You just have to be quick enough to redeem the ground you want, but then you can keep it if other teams follow and
want to insist that the country itself ... The alternative is to be released to Atlas without a new country, and you have to beat the ranked team to claim their land. That's a lot. and take longer to prepare after you first arrive. In any case, preparation is everything. Know what you need. Need. You know what you're fighting. Prepare and learn. Combat readiness is quite different from
just conquering or possessing land. No matter what you think you're prepared for, the Atlas battle is fast and furious and has many unknown elements, so when you enter the game no matter what you do, get ready and learn! For a new player who is suddenly dropped to Atlas as part of an existing team, the first thing is to do a tutorial, then find your team on the map and get into
their sinrament. See more on the page to find the New Players Start section. The basic jargon you need to know - read this first Atlas is all about the battle for the ground. The country, on the other hand, gives your team prizes, which is why it is worth owning more and more land. Teams start here, an impartial country where you can't attack other teams. LAND Land has different
types, and it's important to learn quickly how to know what kind of country you're looking at or are getting to. The land is (owned by the team), Unowned (i.e. Red glory zones or No Mans Land) or Neutral (i.e. safe or white land). Bilacting that your team will go to a new country that no team has owned before, officers will have to make a team strategy, target selection will be made
to the home ground, then the players will move there and conquer it. SkyGodz's new players will be dropped to Suniwira as coordinates of X -109 Y 29.5. If you're brand new to Atlas and Skygodz, click on this link to get to our main base: Suniwira's directions to Home SkyGodz's home district are called Trolepepol and its cities of Olympus and HumilitusG are located together X
121.5 Y -170.5 and X 122 Y -177. A new link to a page showing a map of all cities across the Atlas map coming soon!!!! Atlas The Home Screen controls and main screen: The game has a variety of visible and necessary items: The image shows a screen layout similar to the main game, but a few extra items that are notable as shown in the image. To watch a video of the bazaar's
use, follow these steps: how to get to the points, awards, and Atlas season and awards of the Atlas event; the construction and deployment of troops; functions, click on atlas screen functions Compass shows you how to find a way around the map - primitives really get lost if you don't notice where your home and team are! The compass is locked to keep The North at the top of
the screen, but it can be opened. If you want to unlock it so you can turn to view the map at any angle, go to the main game settings menu, and then deselcrypt the compass lock option. The bazaar gives you one free resource draw a day, the items are different resources and materials needed. You can buy other items at different costs. If watch a video about using the bazaar and
other main atlas display features, click atlas screen actions Statistics screen shows teams' resources, resources, Atlas battles, individual Atlas battles, stakes and total stats and bonuses for the region. Useful to make sure you keep up with expectations and other teammates. Officers use these statistics to measure and assess who performs and who does not. To go to this screen,
press the scroll button in the lower-right corner of the Atlas screen and select a tab that shows what you want to see. To watch a video about using the bazaar and other main atlas display features, select Atlas display features . Air traffic controllers: Atlas officers elected by team officials - their titles and duties are as follows: Basically, air traffic controllers are simply officers who
control every single building available in your cities. They may be different from city to city, but the governor appoints them in each case. Governor: Director. Directed and visible at Castle/HQ. Appoints other controllers and leads a team strategy. You don't have to be a team leader, you can be just any player, but first the manager has to appoint. Banker: is guided and available on
the Bank Statistics screen. Resource mobility supervisor and sets team tax levels to build team wealth. Researcher: directs and can be viewed at the Tower. The researcher creates and opens a portal through which the troops move. He's in control and he's seeing fort. Guide shields to defense and is the main controller and defense coordinator for the troops. Foreman: directs and
is available to watch on Forge. Controls creations and resource updates. Primarchs: Each Primarch is one of 5 types - fighter jets, fighter jets, stormer, taunt and seiger. Each primitive starts as a fighter and evens out by earning Glory points and using gold. Primitive levels from level 1 to level 15 and level 5 are able to become certain types of primitives that the team needs it for.
This may be changed at a later date, but it will take time and costs and must not be changed lightly or without an explicit agreement from the controllers. Primarch's mission is to carry troops with him, so the primitive is referred to in oppaston as ships (mainly air traffic controllers and building menus). Each Primarch has different technical specifications and uses for the Atlas team.
The team has to be in the right balance with every primitive to succeed at Atlas. The officers in the team determine the necessary primitive ones. Primarch info and development data check the power that changes to the primarch type fighter: fighter jets are the default type primitive that each primarch is initially, convertible at level 5. The fighter attack is slightly higher than the
defensive level, but more or less balanced. Fighter: Advanced fighter. An equally balanced level of attack and defense is better for low- and mid-level players. Also used attack/combat support, but neither would it. Rusher: Fastest primitive, goes a long way time to move around the map. Low attacking forces, but a high level of defense, plus this primitive can capture the primitives
of the enemy for a few minutes at a time - they literally can't attack, defend, move, etc. This primitive can be useful in many situations - brilliant at keeping the escaping primitives or can stop enemy primarchs arriving to support their team during the battle, but only for a few minutes, with which other of the team's primitives arrive to support you and attack them. Great offensive
force, but very little defensive attack. The slowest primitive to move. The main attacking primitive, so players with great firepower only because of medium or high level should be shared by seigers. Taunt: Great defense, offense lower than rushes so low, but Taunter is the first line of defence 40 40 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000
000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 Only after the mockery has been made, The other 40 defenses are kicking in. They can hold large numbers of troops and automatically fill their own players' troops from the garrison if they are parked at their home base. How to use primitives - Menus: Possible actions are a little more complicated than just driving an attack, as in the main
game, so primitives are used with round menus. There are few options and simply: The menu selection is simple, and your basic information remains on the screen of the bar at the bottom. Troops: Troops are the necessary resource that the primitive needs to fight. Their only job is to die for you, so don't hang around trying to gather troops, you need them, but you don't like and
port. You train (produce) troops and you always have to refuel troops. There's no point in leting them use them, all they do is die in battle. Your success depends on balancing the carrying of troops with you and defending the team by adding troops to defensive primitives known as mockery and to the garrisons of the city. As a general guide, you want to keep the 1-3k troops at
your primitive if you are a rusher or fighter (or fighter), and the rest will give to the garrisan and the team. If you prepare for battle, without exception every primitive needs the maximum troops available with their actual primitive. Mockers and seigers want as much troop numbers as possible and to continue, pretty much all the time. Troops are needed every time the primitive goes
into battle (including defending and attacking the homeland). Every time you fight, if your troops die and you kill another player's troops (you don't have to be all their troops and even if you lose the overall battle), you win Glory Points. This slide show requires JavaScript. Glory points are the only way you can even out The troops are transported with the primitive and displayed on
the screen like this:&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; Sets must be produced over time using gold and hats. It's going to take some time. troops, and training can be enhanced by building a team and then levelling the buildings in the hometown as well. To watch a video of the exact training of troops, click here: train crew Hats are produced per hour up to the maximum that
can be held and discussed in more detail in the Resources section. When troops fight, it is important that all primitives carry them with them or that the primitive cannot fight. When the primitive attacks each other, the troops kill each other. So a good referee on whether you can take another player involves considering the numbers of both troops! You can take a primitive one that is
a much higher baseline than you if your primitive has far more troops than theirs. The troops are represented by a symbol showing a knight's helmet and then troops in their thousands. The higher the primitive level, the more troops you can carry! Troops are formed, but once killed, they can be revived through resources and time: Watch a video that shows how to revitalize troops
by clicking on this: revitalize the troops So wearing a generation of hats a show and delivering gold is paramount and has a direct impact on attacking and defending. The primitive must have at least one set or you are dead, so the minimum you may have is literally 1. The maximum you can train at once is limited to the gold you have and the hats you have because you both have
to train. Once the troops are trained, you can either add them to the garrisant of the domestic cities or use them tentatively. You can move troops to another primitive one, if it is the primitive of another player, you can only move up to 200 per day. SkyGods has to transfer 200 soldiers a day to team scoffers by checking which mocker needs them most and adding them to that
mockery. To watch a video showing how to move troops to another player's primitive, click here: If you have more than one primitive, you can move as many soldiers as you want between primitives. If you want to watch a video that shows you how to do this, click here: between your own primitive troops The shows are levels 2 and 3 on the track, 4 have 3 tracks and a point, 5
performances as a star (but here's Dreadnought - only lvl 5 in Atlas at the moment) The Territory also has different country types. Different types of countries relate to the availability of the land to be conquered: safe or neutral; Unowned and Empty Earth. Neutral is just that - contains mines and poachers, but not cities, because it can't be conquered. You can still attack mines and
poachers. Unowned means can't be conquered and displayed red on the map and teams can rally here to fight, but won't win any ground if successful. Resources such as Glory points and Gold will continue to be allocated. Different countries also give different gems as part of rewards for attacks. Each area has at least one mine that produces gold for the home team, and it throws
up poachers from time to time. Poachers aren't. take anything from you, but are an excellent way to earn more gems and gold by attacking them. You can attack a poacher every few hours, because they regenerate after being destroyed exactly like a primate. Poachers all look the same and use the same dragon as in the photo. The mines look like small mountains and can also
be attacked for excess gold, so if you get to it, you can attack other teams' mines. Note the team you're attacking doesn't lose gold directly from their stores, you deserve only that. Cities: Every city that conquered has to be developed by the team - this is where team supervisors come in. The team has to build a city to contain the building they want, and this is where the resource
creation decisions come into play. Different supervisors define the best way to develop the city for the needs of the team and use their storage resources to build one of the following: headquarters: the castle and the foundation of the city. No HQ=no other buildings. Other buildings are built inside this. All the primitives arrive here and are here as a team. Fortress (Fortress): This is
where Marshall dominates and the defensive heart of the team's base. No fort=no defense, so build quickly! Ridicule should be parked here for maximum efficiency, and Marshall can raise the shield to protect the 40 as the last and last defense method if everything else has failed. Fort is a place with secure route lists for alliance team members. The team itself is listed and this can
be added or removed immediately. The Atlas map has electric rings that show around every city so you can easily show which cities you have access to - meaning cities where you can park your primarch without hitting the blockade that will keep you for several hours. This is either your own team or it's a team that allows your team to go safely. The lightest coloured tires are free
passage, and red tires show blockades. This slide show requires JavaScript. Bank: The bank has team funds that are gold, food and wood. The banker decides whether to apply taxes to the team, allowing all players to notice that their mine has less gold at their disposal because the taxed portion goes directly to the bank. Refinery: home of handicrafts. Way. Rider bonus Building
this means that when your team attacks poachers, they deserve extra gems. This is important because gemstones are used to make rider equipment and develop existing ride-hailing equipment. Tower: portal base and necessary to accelerate troop training. Every tower built and every levelling of towers in your area increases troop training - needed because primitives all level out
and can carry more and more troops! Portals: Portals are available tower and the creation of a researcher. It only costs a certain amount of time to build them. They are a way of transferring troops to a large extent quickly. Quickly. 2 towers with the gates open. NOTE: only a certain number of troops can pass through - once this volume is reached, primitives can only use the portal
to travel if they have as little power as possible with them - this means only 1 set, not 1,000, only 1! Resources to be served and imported: Atlas has more resources than just food or wood, and not actually food or wood. You can earn Glory points, gold, gemstones, and each one is needed to level out one aspect of your list. This is also xp dragons and riders. (Atlas is currently the
only place where you can earn a rider xp with your attacks). Chests can also be earned as in main game attacks. Hats: Hats are earned automatically in an hour. All players start the game by earning at the same price. Since your team can only increase hat production by building and leveling towers, primarchs should be constantly at the same speed within the same team. You
can buy hats with gold and ruby (together, not just buy gold or buy rubies!), but your hats still automatically produce at the same price as always. Gemstones: gemstones are earned by attacking poachers and are used to make rider's equipment. There are various gems that will make you different riders' gear. Different gems are earned by attacking poachers and mines on
different lands and correspond to the initial types of riders (and presumably their dragons if you use equipment). Medals, handicap and xp: When attacking poachers or gold mines, they automatically match your level, but also give you the maximum xp - this is an absolute gift for training! The image of poachers and mines Catch is that you have to destroy 100% to win if you don't
win, you lose your odds (if you had it on the run), but you get a relative amount of resources. Keep in the way that riders can only be trained and xp xp with wins scored at Atlas! Riders and Atlas– xp, which level riders and fragments to train their skills, can only be obtained through Atlas attacks. You can't just do this with mine runs, you have to jump on other players. The rider's
equipment can also be created through Atlas, this forging processes, giving a boost to the craftsmanship of the entire team. So how it works – Real gameplay So it's the described content of Atlas. What does this look like, is it weird? Do we know what we're looking at? The fight is the same - kill your opponent's base Travel: primitive moves by choosing where they want to go, and
the menu appears The game automatically determines the shortest route, so if you want to travel a longer distance, be careful if this takes you through enemy countries. Every time you go through enemy countries, the game makes you go through at least 1 enemy city. When you move slowly and over time, When you move through enemy territory, any member of the enemy team,
no matter what type of primitive, primitive, Attack you. They're all attacking you! But, of course, this means primitives that are online. No matter which way you go, if the route takes you to enemy countries, you must pass at least one city. So at a higher level this can be up to 5 cities if you choose the wrong route! You can be attacked at any time along the way when you leave your
own country and step into the country of another team. If you bypass the primitive unowned lands of other teams, you can both attack them and attack them. You can get lost and get trapped between battles that have nothing to do with you or your team. In short, DO NOT wander the map, take direction from the controls and do not leave the safety of your country unless
necessary. If you are lucky enough to arrive in the city itself, you will be blocked; firstly, all the ridicule parked there and, secondly, the city itself. Ridicule will deter you regardless of whether they are online or not, and you can beat them in battle. Then you have to beat the city, which means beating every primitive parked there. Sure, but it can be much easier and less time-
consuming to take a better route to start with! Exceptions: Mockers may be offline or the city may not, allowing you to get directly to the city as an obstacle. But the city may not have a fortress built there - no fortress means defense, is no barrier to a passing primitive! The travel solution is to pin where you want to go and take small steps to get there. Every move takes time, so
what if you want to move multiple steps, do you need to be online at every step? Not. Use the option in the transfer menu above to select Move Next, and you can add the next portion of the trip. This is where alliances begin to become necessary. An alliance team with whom you can let you through unassisted so you can move without attacking their countries. Obviously, the first
part of the strategy is to look for a home base with as many Alliance members around you as possible, and when you travel to find Alliance membership areas. The journey may be longer, but if you can't get through the territory of the other team, you will be repeatedly destroyed and sent back home - you may never get through! If another player travels through your territory, you
can send the primitives to kidnap them. Your team can physically attack a player as soon as they enter your country. The storms can hold them back, and your taunts can stop them. Moderaters can allow safe access to their ally, but the primitive still has to wait until they are given this status if they are not already on the list. Glory Points – the main reason you travel through Atlas
every day is glory points. This allows you to level the fighter's primarch to level 5, then to the maximum level of primitive prescribed to you. Glory but takes a lot of time to reach the volumes needed significantly upwards. So patience and daily effort is essential. When you attack for glory, you have to attack other players - mines and poachers don't give Glory Points. This means
you have to find and gel other players. Of course, you can't do this in your own country, so you have to venture out. While there are hundreds of teams on the map whose countries are broken and confused, SkyGodz will under no circumstances make it to the other team and attack them unless the officers give a direct offensive hand, whether it's one of the home team's primitives
or 50! A lot of teams take this as a reason to go hunting down the team and kicking their asses, and since there are 50 Diamond-level teams at stake as well as the original beta teams (who had Atlas before it was called Atlas and before it became part of the game as a whole) and these teams are all much equipped and more experienced at Atlas - if you behave in a way that
causes their anger, you sign an order to destroy your own team. This is considered an extreme breach of SkyGodz protocols and will be dealt with accordingly. The right and pertable way to acquire Glory attacks is to load troops and travel to red areas called UnOwned zones (see above country types). Wait there for a suitable player to attack and then hit them. Then either you
travel back home to pick up more troops or you continue to primitive and train more troops, and get ready to do it again! Attacking and defending attacks is either one primarch vs primarch and that's it, or they're a much bigger part of a fight that can be up to 50 players plus other teams in your alliance or your target in the alliance, and can look like this: This is a huge battle that
also includes other teams that are just outside the range of the screen. This is a full-scale attack to try to capture the other team's ground, and allies of the attacking team were called in to back them up. The alliance is more than not just attacking each other, it is full of using other teams to help get our team's advantage in any way. Click here for Alliance info Defense to trust 2 key
things: players are online and Fort is built and leveled as much as possible. Because the fight is the same, it is the order of the players and their own ability to play that determine the effectiveness of the defense. Fort himself hep a lot by automatically blocking the attacking primarch, either after the mocker is beaten or if the mocker is not online fighting. So, players who are online
only once a day aren't big skeins. Then the shield rises over the city like this: The city's defenses are finally beating all the other primitives parked there. Basic drives are important, as is the choice of priority types for each player. Strategy you have your home base, it's up to the team - it can be enough to keep the area for a long time, but in the end other teams And they want to
take down the country, so at some point every team will face teams in every other league, and once again our allies will come along! Alliances A huge part of the success of atlas is who you are allied with. A strong and really supportive alliance and your team is safe from a (relatively) overwhelming attack, but the location of the areas is important if you need a quick backup.
There's no point in calling a team that's blocked by attacking alliances when they're on their way to try and help you! Click here on Alliance info This will be kept up to date and will also be released in a separate chat on the Line app called Alliances List – No chat in this chat it's definitely an easy reference to our allies when we play! Alliance representatives are the only players who
can team up with SkyGodz, so talk to them if you have any thoughts about the teams we should try to team up with. SkyGod daily Atlas role This is the part you need to be aware of every day and work on the end of the team. This is posted on the front page of the website, and officers regularly remind the team in emails. Each player is assigned a hometown on land so that their
taxes can go to the bank and primarily feed infrastructure maintenance (buildings, shields, etc.), then secondly, the team must start with defence in the form of the Mockers. Mockers take massive maintenance in the form of troops, and one attack can destroy hundreds of thousands of troops, literally. Other teams don't usually expect us to spend two to three weeks with the
Taunters building their troops on their own, and since they present a defense with the same team in the cities, the whole team should be involved in maintaining them. So the bank offers the Mockers gold as needed for troop building and revitalization, but also each player must provide 200 soldiers to Taunter in his own hometown. Every day. This counts, and if you do not
participate in it, it will be found, and the collections simply cannot be accepted. In addition, 200 soldiers a day MINIMUM should go to the garrison in your hometown, and it is smart to make a force if attacking neutral zone cities just outside the country. It is highly recommended that you put in at least half of what you have in the Hometown garrison. That would mean about 100 a
day. 200 soldiers a day for hometown taunts (give to those most in need if it's about the same as 100 each), but if you follow the recommended minimum standards, you should have about 1.1,000 soldiers a day. Put these in your primitives - your goal is to get them typed to their maximum capacity and keep them that way! You have to remember that you have to go on a hunt for
glory to level the primitive ones, and this uses troops that you can revitalize but still have to and then returned. Gold is needed plus login time, so how do you get it? Each player performs their multiplier run Only do them in Atlas with mines and poachers. You can earn far more than the 1.6 million of the 1.6,000 social media mentioned, but the minimum number of troops is easily
achievable if you do your run every day at Atlas. Crossings should be left if you spend more time at Atlas or go on a hunt for glory or get a nice drop from the bazaar! Extra Gold should be for the bank, NOT for another player directly if it can be avoided. The reason is that at Atlas the team must be first and before the needs of the individual, and there is nothing an individual can
get from some extra gold, which means they can't either get it themselves or they don't need it so desperately that it can't wait. If you participate by making all your xp runs at Atlas, the taxes imposed will ensure that your bets on the team in gold form are more than made. If you do not participate in this way, the bank will require a gold of 200,000 golds a day from each player,
regardless of how it is obtained. Leveling Primarchs first for level 5 tasks and then up to the maximum level is the next task and will of course take time and gold. If you contribute as you should be, you can't expect to level out quickly if you don't put time in the game. You have to be patient and don't expect to rush things. Based on the minimum, you can hunt for glory every
second for the third day and earn decent amounts to level out. Then when you get extra and more time, do extra! Extra!
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